TUTTI FRUTTI

WOP BOP A LOO BOP A LOP PEN BUL
TUTTI FRUTTI OH RUTTI TUTTI FRUTTI OH RUTTI
TUTTI FRUTTI OH RUTTI TUTTI FRUTTI OH RUTTI
TUTTI FRUTTI OH RUTTI WOP BOP A LOO BOP A LOP PEN BUL

I GOT A GIRL NAMED SUE SHE KNOWS JUST WHAT TO DO
I GOT A GIRL NAMED SUE SHE KNOWS JUST WHAT TO DO
SHE ROCK TO THE EAST SHE ROCK TO THE WEST
BUT SHE IS THE GIRL THAT I LOVE BEST
TUTTI FRUTTI OH RUTTI TUTTI FRUTTI OH RUTTI
TUTTI FRUTTI OH RUTTI TUTTI FRUTTI OH RUTTI
TUTTI FRUTTI OH RUTTI WOP BOP A LOO BOP A LOP PEN BUL

I GOT A GIRL NAMED DAISY SHE ALMOST DRIVES ME CRAZY
I GOT A GIRL NAMED DAISY SHE ALMOST DRIVES ME CRAZY
SHE KNOWS HOW TO LOVE ME YES INDEED
BOY YOU DON'T KNOW WHAT SHE DO TO ME
TUTTI FRUTTI OH RUTTI TUTTI FRUTTI OH RUTTI
TUTTI FRUTTI OH RUTTI TUTTI FRUTTI OH RUTTI
TUTTI FRUTTI OH RUTTI WOP BOP A LOO BOP A LOP PEN BUL

solo

TUTTI FRUTTI OH RUTTI TUTTI FRUTTI OH RUTTI
TUTTI FRUTTI OH RUTTI TUTTI FRUTTI OH RUTTI
TUTTI FRUTTI OH RUTTI WOP BOP A LOO BOP A LOP PEN BUL

GOT A GIRL NAMED DAISY SHE ALMOST DRIVES ME CRAZY
GOT A GIRL NAMED DAISY SHE ALMOST DRIVES ME CRAZY
SHE KNOWS HOW TO LOVE ME YES INDEED
BOY YOU DON'T KNOW WHAT SHE DO TO ME
TUTTI FRUTTI OH RUTTI TUTTI FRUTTI OH RUTTI
TUTTI FRUTTI OH RUTTI TUTTI FRUTTI OH RUTTI
TUTTI FRUTTI OH RUTTI WOP BOP A LOO BOP A LOP PEN BUL